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               WARNING !!! 
 
 

The QS Zero-Span Tester is designed with safety our 
foremost consideration. In order to prevent injury do not 
operate this unit unless all guards are in place. Do not 
open the operator interface module unless the unit has 
been de-energized and unplugged. Failure to respect 
this warning may result in serious injury. 

 

General Description 
 
QS Fibre’s Zero-Span Tester offers both a zero and a short 
span testing capability. It will complete 24 tests in five 
minutes. Test results can automatically update a local and 
network database. The measures of Fibre Strength (FS), 
Length (L), and Bonding Potential (B) can be selectively 
recalled for printing, on-screen display, or export to a 
database or spreadsheet program. The Zero-Span Tester is 
calibrated and control software is loaded as part of in-factory 
system integration. 

 

Benefits 
 
QS Fibre’s Zero-Span Tester can effectively define pulp strength. Fibre quality numbers generated by the 
Zero-Span Tester will alert mill monitors to subtle changes in pulp quality that may not be evident from 
conventional tensile, tear, and burst data. Zero-span testing will tell you what you need to know, when you 
need to know it in order to optimize pulping processes and to keep the papermachine running smoothly and 
your customers happy. Direct improvements to productivity can include reducing bleach plant costs, cook 
times and chemical costs, improved communication links with the papermill, optimized refining and stock 
prep, forewarning time for grade changes, increased papermachine efficiency and operating speeds, 
and reduced broke. 
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System Features 

• Once loaded the Zero-Span Tester will 
perform 24 wet/dry zero and/or short span 
tests and automatically compile the results 
in a local database. Also available in a 
manual version 

• The system can be configured to 
automatically update a network database. 

• QS Fibre quality numbers are sensitive to 
changes in fibre strength, length, and 
bonding potential and, for machine-made 
paper, fibre alignment. 

 
Hardware Features 

• Rugged Meehanite casting for mechanical 
stability 

• Clamping surfaces are manufactured from 
rustproof, superhard (+65 Rockwell), 
machine tool material (tantung). 

• Electronic operator interface 

 
Software Features 

• Password-protected test settings 

• Refresh database via ethernet connection 

• Custom data dictionary 

• Rogue data reject setting 
 

Hardware Components 

1. Zero-Span Tester 
2. Operator Interface Module (OIM) 

 

Plug and Play Technology 

This automated, bench-top zero-span fibre 
property tester is delivered to the laboratory 
calibrated and following a simple set-up is 
ready-to-go. Its simple operator interface 
allows the rapid, precise, and repeatable 
generation of key fibre property numbers. 

QS Fibre property numbers finally put pulp producers and papermakers on the same page! 
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1.0 Considerations of Zero Span Theory 
 

1.1 Introduction to the Zero Span QS Fibre Property Tester 

Congratulations on your purchase ofQS Fibre Inc's Zero SpanTester. This zero span fibre quality tester permits the 
gathering of rapid and repeatable information on the fundamental pulp quality characteristics of fiber strength (FS), 
length (L) and bonding potential (B). This information can be used to monitor the effects on your pulp quality of 
changing wood supply, pulping conditions, bleaching, refining and blending operations as well as to predict 
subsequent performance on the papermachine. 
 
The QS Fibre Zero Span Tester brings pulp quality measurement out from the laboratory and into operations on a 
near real-time basis. The tester produces 24 individual test results per five minute test sequence, 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. This enables the rapid accumulation and maintenance of a statistically significant and 
operationally meaningful database. 
 
Monitoring the FS number aids in evaluating the effect on the tensile strength of the fibre to different cooking 
conditions (temperature, liquor addition, liquor removal), bleaching (pH, chemical concentration), refining (fibre 
straightening, internal bonding enhancement). The L number alerts operations when chip quality causes fibre length 
to depart from normal variation: i.e. hardwood contamination of softwood chips, over refining, etc. The B number is 
sensitive to major changes in pulping, bleaching and refining processes. With these three fibre quality indicators, 
operations will be informed in a timely manner of changes in strength properties produced by changes in operating 
conditions. Measurement of stage by stage strength loss through the mill will also give operations the rapid means 
necessary to isolate and remedy, as required, sources of strength loss or gain. 
 

1.11 FS Number 

The FS number is an index of average fiber strength expressed in Newtons per cm (N/cm) at standard basis weight. 
Test sheets are re-wet to eliminate inter and intra-fibre bonds. The test sheets are clamped between two jaws which 
are in direct contact (zero span). All load transmitted between these jaws is carried by only the fibres which are 
clamped by both jaws. The failure load will equal the number of clamped fibres multiplied by their average strength. 
Since this number remains constant in standard basis weight test sheets, any changes in the zero span failure load 
will reflect changes in the average strength of the fibres. This wet zero span test result is the FS number and any 
changes to it indicate changing average fiber strength caused by mechanical degradation of the fibre walls due to 
chemical or mechanical actions of pulping sequences. 

 

1.12 L Number 

If the jaws are separated by 0.4 mm, then some of the fibers that are securely clamped at zero span will not bridge 
the gap and cannot be clamped by both jaws. As a result, fewer fibers will actually transmit load and the wet tensile 
failure load will necessarily decline. The ratio of the wet 0.4 mm span test to the wet zero span test represents the 
fraction of fibers active at zero span which are still active at a gap of 0.4 mm. This fraction, the L number, is a 
proportional index of average fiber length. Changes in the L number will occur as a result of changing average fiber 
length. 

 

1.13 B Number 

If the wet 0.4 mm short span test is compared to the dry short span test, the increased ability to transmit load across 
a bonded fiber structure will be noted. The existence of inter and intra-fibre bonding allows loading to be transmitted 
between fibres and across zones of degradation on individual fibre walls so that all fibres are capable of carrying load 
independent of whether or not they actually cross the short span. The ratio of the dry 0.4 mm span test to the wet 0.4 
mm span test will be proportional to bonding strength. This ratio is called the B number and changes to it indicate 
changing bonding potential. 
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1.2 Some Aspects of Applied Zero-Span Technology 

The QS Fibre FS number is much less process-dependent than the viscosity test. It permits an 
accurate snapshot of production pulp strength in less than quarter hour intervals. As such, the FS 
number provides a more accurate and precise measure to both detect and qualify pulp lot variability. In-
mill pulp quality variation can be confidently tracked by lot, providing a source of extremely useful 
information for improving process control feed-back loops, troubleshooting upsets, or further qualifying 
the beater curve pulp quality label. Equipped with the QS Fibre Zero Span Tester, a mill can easily and 
rapidly generate fibre strength (FS) numbers that overcome the limitations of viscosity - the average 
fibre strength of pulp lots produced between beater curve plots can be reliably tagged. QS Fiber length 
(L) and inter-fiber bonding (B) numbers can also be generated as a complement to the FS number. 
With FS data laying the foundation, QS Fibre quality numbers offer a valuable extension to beater 
curve specifications for market pulp quality and to predict the performance of that pulp on the 
papermachine. 
 

With the QS Zero-Span Tester at work monitoring pulp quality variability in the pulp mill, further gains 
on profitability can be achieved without additional investment. The overall productivity of a paper mill 
depends far more on it receiving pulp of more or less constant characteristics than it does on its 
incoming pulp shipments measuring up to any particular designation of pulp quality. Stock preparation 
in the paper mill is sufficiently flexible to deal effectively with a wide range of pulps, but it is slow to 
react to change. The pulps it is fed must be of similar quality to avoid upsets. QS Fibre quality numbers 
enable confidence in monitoring pulp variability as it feeds into the papermill and onto the 
papermachine. 
 
Refining can be optimized by extracting QS Fibre quality data before and after each refiner. These data 
will indicate a pulp's improved bonding potential (increase in B number) and the associated cost in 
decreased fibre strength (FS) and length (L). Normal refining will cause a healthy rise in the B number 
together with only a marginal decrease in the FS and L numbers. Refining should target the desired B 
number without forcing large changes in the FS and L numbers. Once systematic QS Fibre testing has 
been established, abnormal fibre numbers are immediately detected and action can be taken to 
prevent the problem from carrying forward to the papermachine. Refining can be adjusted, the 
component pulp blend can be re-apportioned, or the production of a critical grade can be postponed 
until the fibre numbers are brought back to normal. 
 
With the information generated by the QS Fibre Zero-Span Tester, pulp production can be accurately 
qualified into narrow categories with a confirmed variability of just ± 3%. Pulp shipments can then be 
routed to particular customers to ensure changes in quality are either averted or are incremental and 
will cause no disturbances on the papermachine. There is yet another way the QS Fibre Zero-Span 
Tester can contribute almost immediately to the market pulp mill's bottom line. Once the Zero-Span 
Tester is routinely monitoring pulp quality, any change trends that develop will be quickly identified. 
Similarly, step-changes in pulp quality will also be detected within a very short time of their occurrence. 
As quality trends approach the tolerance threshold, QS Fibre quality numbers will sound the alarm and 
the looming upset can be pre-empted. Similarly, if an excessive step-change is encountered, 
appropriate process corrections can be applied very quickly to avoid producing tonnes of reject quality 
pulp. 
 
Of course, recognizing a looming problem is the first step in troubleshooting. The Zero-Span Tester can 
assist pulp mill personnel in their troubleshooting activities by extending its monitoring program to 
include more process locations. If process variability is monitored at each important manufacturing 
stage, specific problems can be traced, identified, and resolved before they are detected in pulp that 
would otherwise be ready for shipment. 
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2.0 System Manager Guide 

 

2.1 Testing Overview 

When the Zero Span Tester is powered up, the Main Menu appears on screen. The operator selects the Test 
to be performed (FS, FS-L, or FS-L-B). Test sheets (or a test strip) are weighed on a paper scale to determine 
their percent basis weight (grammage), and then placed into the feed tray of the Zero-SpaTester. The percent 
basis weight (actual dry weight equivalent divided by the standard basis weight of 60 gm/m2) and the sample 
identification are entered. The sheets are re-wetted and the testing sequence is initiated. The 24 tests are 
performed, and the results are calculated and tabulated. 
 
 

 
 

2.2 Set-up Functions 

The Zero-Span Operator Interface is an intuitive, menu-driven approach. To power up the tester, click on the 
power rocker switch on the back of the Operator Interface Module Enclosure. The default Main Menu will 
appear on screen. There are three options: FS (to produce zero-span wet, short span wet, and short span dry 
data), FS-L (to produce fibre strength and fiber length numbers), or FS-L-B (to produce fibre strength, fibre 
length, and fiber bonding numbers). 
 
 

 
 

2.21 Main Menu Screen 

The MAIN MENU for the System Manager functions can be also accessed by clicking on <MENU> that 
appears below any of the TEST screens. The MAIN MENU will be displayed allowing the operator to select 
the test, view or change equipment calibration parameters, and set operating parameters. Click on a TEST 
OPTIONS button to navigate to the desired TEST screen. Click on the <SERVICE> button to read the current 
transducer voltage and to manually activate any of the pneumatic valves. This allows the operator to air blow 
clean the clamping surfaces. The <SETTINGS> button will prompt for a password before allowing navigation 

to the SETTINGS menu. 
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2.3 Settings 

The <Date/Time>, <Calibration>, and <X-Y 
Steps> buttons permit the instrument technician to 
set the instrument date and time, equipment calibration 
coefficients, and to jog the X and/or Y stepper 
motors and set the X and Y home positions with 
respect to each of the twenty-four clamping locations. 

 
2.31 Date/Time 

The TIME & DATE sub-menu enables the instrument 
technician to set the current date and time so 
that the correct date and time will be asociated with 
each individual test. 

a. Date 
To set the current date press the date field button 
and enter the date in the following format: 
YY DD MM WK. in 8 digits with no spaces, where 
MM is the month from 01 through 12, DD is the day 
of the month from 01 to 31, and WK is the`day of 
the week where 01 is Monday through to 07 which 
is Sunday (e.g. 12260102). When done press 
<SET> 

b. Time 
To set the current time press the time field button 
and enter the curent time in the folowing format: 
HH MM SS in 6 digits with no spaces (e.g. 123456). 
When done press <SET>. 
Press <Back> to return to the SETTINGS Menu. 

 
2.32 Calibration 

The CALIBRATION menu displays the current 
transducer voltage and the slope and offest 
coefficients 
for the linear calibration equation of the form: 
N/cm = M (volts) + B, where M is the slope and B 
is the offset. 
Press the SLOPE number field to change the slope 
coefficient and press the OFFSET number field to 
change the offset coefficient. Press <Back> to 
return to the SETTINGS menu. 
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2.33 X-Y Steps 

Press <X-Y Steps> in order to jog the X or Y stepper 
motors so that the feed tray cab be repositioned or to 
establish the X and Y home positions with respect to 
each of the twenty-four clamping locations. 
 
The first X-Y STEPS menu to appear allows the 
instrument technician to jog the X or Y stepper motors 
in the clockwise or counter clockwise directions a pre-
set number of steps.Press the Set Steps data field to 
change this pre set value. 
 
Press <NEXT> to display the second X-Y STEPS 
menu which alows the tyechnician to adjust the 
clamping locations with respect to the actual X and Y 
home positions. The first field is the number of X steps 
from Home to the first test position. The second field is 
the number of Y steps between test positions. The third 
filed is the number of X steps between rows in the 
same group and the fourth field is the number of X 
steps between groups. 
 

 
 
ALERTS 
 
Note: When the supplied air pressure drops 
below limits the words LOW PRESSURE 
in bold red type will flash on the screen until 
the situation is corrected. When the ESTOP 
switch on the right side of the machine is 
closed, all power`to the Tester is cutoff. 
If a button on the operator interface terminal 
is pressed when the Red E-Stop is closed, 
then a PLC communications error message 
will appear on the top of the screen. Pulling 
open the E-Stop switch will permit the 
instrument to resume operation 
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Comparative Fibrilation The different degrees of fibrilation 
resulting from refiner energy input will be apparent through QS 
Fibre Quality Testing 

             

             

             

             

   

 

  

 

3.0 Operator Guide 
3.11 Running a Test - General 

This section explains how to select and run tests. 

 
3.12 Changing the Test Sub-Menu 

To run a test, the operator must first select the test that 
will be run This will be the FS, FS-L, or the FS-L-B test. 
To select the test, press on the desired Test Option 
button from the Main Menu. The screen will then refresh 
to the appropriate Run Test Menu. 
 

3.2 Test Procedure 

Sample sheets must first be weighed to determine their 
basis weight as a percent of standard. The sample must 
be between 95% and 105% of standard or the correction 
factor may not be valid. Enter the percent basis weight 
by pressing the edit basis weight field. Enter the 
<Location> the sample was drawn from (select from up 
to twenty locations choices established by the system  
manager) and, if desired, a free text <Description> of 
the sample. 
 
Note: The Date/Time field is automatically updated with the 
date/time of the test. If it is desired to record the date/time 
the sample was drawn, then it must be entered in the 
Description field. For the FS-L-B test, two percent basis 
weights must be entered - one for the first test group (1/3 of 
the total) and one for the second and third test groups (2/3 
of the total) 
 

Load the sample sheets or strip onto the feed tray. For a 
wet test the operator must re-wet the sample using a 
roller or spray. If using a roller, press firmly, but not so 
hard as to pinch the sample. This may cause small folds 
which will distort clamping and adversely affect the test 
result. If using a sprayer, gently dab up excess water 
with a sponge. Press on <Start>. 
 
The tester will automatically conduct 24 zero and/or short 
span (0.4 mm) tests. When the test sequence is 
complete, the feed tray will automatically reset to its 
home position. 
 
At any time the test may be paused by pressing the 
<Pause> Button. The test is resumed by pressing the 
       
<Pause> button again. The Test can be aborted at any 
time by pressing the <Abort> button. After the <Abort> 
button is pressed, press <X-Y Home> to reset the feed 
tray to the home position. 
 
Save/Cancel Results: After the test, the Save/Cancel 
Results screen appears. The operator may either save 
the results or cancel the test and discard them. This 
screen also indicates the number of rogue data toss-
outs. All data points further than 15% away from the 
mean are tossed. 
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  Sample Feed Tray indicating home position and the first, second, and third test groups 

Tester Start-Up 

1 Switch the power on at the rear of the Control Enclosure. The Main Menu will be 
displayed. 

2 Check that there is 125 PSIG supply air (at wall). 

3 Go to the <SERVICE> Menu to inspect the clamping jaws at zero span and clean with a 
jaw cleaning strip. 

4 Place a cleaning strip against the span screw. 

5 Place <SPAN> and <CLAMP> in OPEN position. 

6 Insert a cleaning strip in the jaws and close the <SPAN>. 

7 Pull the cleaning strip back slowly and stop before reaching the end. This prevents the 
clamping jaws from clattering together. 

8 Open the <SPAN> and remove the strip. 

9 Inspect the strip to make sure clamping are clean. Repeat above steps, if necessary. 

10 Open the <AIR> to blow air through the jaws to remove fibres and dirt. 

11 Close the <SPAN> to bring the jaws together. 

12 Look down on the jaws to see if any light can be seen between them. If there is, re-
clean and re-inspect. If you can still see light, there may a service issue. 

13. Run a Standard Reference pulp in the ref-pulp screen. 

14. Enter the Description and Basis Weight (BWT, which must be between 95-105%). 

15. Press <START> . The jaws will clamp and then load will be applied. As load is applied, 
the volatage indicator needle will start to rotate. 

16. At the conclusion of the test, the Test Results screen will\appear allowing the operator 
to either save or 

the results. Press <save> to save the results, <cancel> to discard them. 

17. Check to see that the FS and L results are within normal variation, and log start up 
data. 

 

Safety: Wear eye protection when blowing air 
through the clamps! 
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Cleaning Procedure 

In order to give proper results, the clamping 
assembly must be in perfect alignment. The usual 
cause of slight misalignment is residual fibre 
caught between the clamping surfaces to clean 
away this debris follow this procedure: 
 
1. Place a cleaning strip against the span screw. 

2. Place SPAN and CLAMP in OPEN position 

3. Insert a cleaning strip between the jaws and 
close SPAN. 

4. Pull the cleaning strip back slowly and stop 
before reaching the end. This prevents the 
clamping jaws from clattering together. 

5. Open the SPAN and remove the strip. 

6. Inspect the strip to make sure clamping 
surfaces are clean. Repeat above steps, if 
necessary. 

7. Open the AIR to blow air through the jaws to 
remove fibres and dirt. 

8. Close the SPAN to bring the jaws together. 

9. Look down through the clamping line to see if 
any light can be seen between the clamping 
edges. If there is, re-clean and re-inspect. If you 
can still see light, there may a service issue. 

Note: If at any time it is desired to 

immediately stop the test, quickly depress 
the <Stop> button on the front right of the 
tester. This will suspend all functions. This 
is especially useful to prevent equipment 
damage if the feed tray gets snagged. If 
the Stop button is pressed, the test 
functions will not initiate and the message 
Stop will flash on the screen. 
 
 
 

Low Pressure Warning: 
If the supply pressure drops below the 
internal set-point, the test functions will not 
initiate and the message Air Pressure  
Low will flash on the screen. 
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4.0 Routine Maintenance Guide 
 

Routine Maintenance Schedule 
 
 

  
Task    Description        Frequency 
  No 
 
   1.   Clean Jaws       Daily 

   2.   Clean Feed Tray      Daily 

   3.   Check Supply Pressure     Daily 

   4.   Run Reference Pulp Test     Daily 

   5.   Check Jaw Alignment     Daily 

   6.   Check Maximum Span     Quarterly 

   7.   Check Short Span Setting     Quarterly 

   8.   Check Break Sensor Switch    Quarterly 

   9.   Check Load, Clamp, and Unclamp Regulators Quarterly 

  10.   Check Rate of Loading     Quarterly 

  11.   Check Load Exhaust Rate     Quarterly 

  12.   Check Rate of Clamping     Quarterly 

  13.   Check Short Span Exhaust Rate    Quarterly 

  14.   Check Guide Plates     Quarterly 

  15.   Check Feed Tray Assembly Alignment   Quarterly 

  16.   Clean and Lubricate Linear Slide Assembly  Quarterly 

  17.   Check Wiring Connections    Quarterly 

  18.   Check for Air Leaks     Quarterly 

  19.   Lubricate the Clamp Assembly    Quarterly 

20.      20.   Clean and Lubricate Clamping Cylinders  Annually 

Note: 
Typically, daily maintenance is performed by trained shift testers when they start their 
shifts. Quarterly and annual maintenance in the above table is normally done by in-mill 
instrument technicians. In addition, it is recommended that an annual preventive 
maintenance inspection be performed by a qualified service technician. 
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TASK 1 : CLEAN CLAMP 
ASSEMBLY 

To clean the clamp assembly Go to the 
<SERVICE> Menu to inspect the clamping 
jaws at zero span and clean 
with a clamp cleaning strip: 
 
1 Place a cleaning strip against the span 
screw. 
2 Place <SPAN> and <CLAMP> in OPEN 
position 
3 Insert a cleaning strip in the jaws and close 
the <SPAN>. 
4 Pull the cleaning strip back slowly and stop 
before reaching the end. This prevents the 
clamping surfaces from clattering together. 
5 Open the <SPAN> and remove the strip. 
6 Inspect the strip to make sure clamping are 
clean. Repeat above steps, if necessary. 
7 Open the <AIR> to blow air through the jaws 
to remove fibres and dirt. 
8 Close the <SPAN> to bring the jaws 
together. 
9 Look down on the clamping line to see if any 
light can be seen. If there is, re-clean and re-
inspect. 
If you can still see light, there may a service 
issue. 
 

TASK 2 - CLEAN FEED TRAY & 
SUPPORT SHELF 

1. Lift both plastic overlays separately and 
wipe clean with a damp sponge. Wipe 
clean the stainless steel base, being careful 
not to create permanent bends. 
2. Inspect the Feed Tray assembly alignment 
and check for any damage caused 
by being snagged by the clamping jaws. 
Replace Feed Tray assembly, if necessary. 
3. Clean and wax the acrylic support 
shelf. 

 
TASK 3 - CHECK AIR SUPPLY 
PRESSURE 

1. Ensure the external air supply conforms 
to specifications (clean, filtered, and dry 
compressed air regulated to 125 psig). 
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  TASK 4 . RUN REF PULP TEST 

1. Place test sheets (or strip) formed from the reference pulp 
supply in the Feed Tray and run a reference FS-L test . 

3. If the result does not fall within the baseline limits further 
maintenance is required (see troubleshooting guide). 

 

TASK 5 . CHECK JAW ALIGNMENT 

1. Go to the SERVICE sub-menu. 

2. Click on <Clamp> 

3. Click on <Span> and observe thelight between the jaws. 

4. Continuing to watch the light, click on <Span> again and 
observe the clamps close. 

5. If the fixed and swinging jaw are properly aligned no light 
at all will be seen across the full width of the jaws once the 
clamping assembly returns to zero span. 

 

TASK 6 - CHECK MAXIMUM SPAN 

1. The maximum span is 1.7 mm which is set with the 
MaxImum Span Adjustment Screw. If the span is allowed to 
extend beyond 1.7 mm damage to the clamping assembly 
may occur. 

2. First remove the chassis cover, being careful not to 
damage anything - especially the acrylic clamp assembly 
cover. 

3. By hand, gently swing the Swinging Jaw as far open as 
possible. To do this grasp the swinging jaw by its end, NOT 
by the large leaf springs. 

4. Insert a 1.7 mm feeler gauge between the swinging and 
fixed clamp arms being careful not to score the clamping 
surfaces. The fit should be free but slightly snug. 

5. To adjust the maximum span, place the 1.5 mm feeler 
gauge in the span and let the Swinging Jaw rest against it. 

6. Loosen the front and rear locking nuts and lightly adjust 
the maximum span adjustment screws until the rubber 
washer contacts the the stop bar, being careful not to tighten 
beyond simple contact. 

7. Recheck the maximum span and then replace the cover 
and unclamp by clicking again on <Clamp>. 
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TASK 7 – CHECK SHORT 
SPAN SETTING 

1. Press on both <Clamp> and <Span>. 

2. Slide the 0.4mm Feeler Gauge (.4mm) 
between the jaws, being careful not to  
score the clamping surfaces.. If the short 
span is properly set it should be a snug 
yet sliding fit. 

3. Adjust the short span by first loosening 
the locking set screw on the front of the 
Swinging arm and then carefully turning 
the Short Span Adjustment Screw 
(located between the Fixed and Swinging 
arms just above the Maximum Span 
Adjustment Screws) until the feeler 
gauge indicates the desired snug, yet 
sliding fit. 

4. Return to the ready condition by again 
clicking on <Clamp> and <Span>. 

TASK 8 - CHECK BREAK SENSOR SWITCH 

Standing in front of the energized Z-Span Tester with the Short Span and Clamp switches in the 'Off' position, carefully open the 
swinging arm just enough to insert a 1.4 mm feeler gauge in the opened span. The sensor light should turn red. Repeat with a 
1.3 mm feeler gauge combination. The light should not turn on. 
 
If adjustment is required: 
 
1. Activate the <Clamp>. 

2. Insert the 1.4 mm feeler gauge combination between the jaw assemblies and gently return the moveable jaw assembly until 
the feeler gauge is firmly sandwiched. 

3. Move to the rear of the Z-Span Tester and untighten the two (2) Break Sensor Bracket Screws just enough to slightly loosen 
the Bracket housing around the sensor. 

4. Turn the threaded Break Sensor to move it in the desired direction. until the Breaker Sensor Switch is not making contact, 
then very lightly tap it until the switch clicks, indicating contact. 

5. Tighten the screws and reconfirm the correct Breaker Switch operation with the 1.4 and 1.3 mm feeler gauge combinations. 
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TASK 9 - CHECK LOAD AND CLAMP REGULATORS 

The Z-Span Tester is protected from over-pressure by a load regulator which should be checked 
quarterly for proper operation: 
 
The Load and Clamp regulators and gauges are located on the right side of the Tester Cover. 
Verify that the Load pressure is set to 100 psig and the Clamp pressure is set to 90 psig. 
 
 

TASK 10 - CHECK RATE OF LOADING 

The standard rate of loading for the Z-Span Tester is 25 N per cm per sec with an acceptable 
range of between 24 and 26 N/cm/sec. To adjust rate of loading you must first enter the ROL menu 
through the Main Menu. The Rate of Loading needle valve is located on the left front of the tester. 
 
1. Place a test sheet or strip in the Feed Tray. 

2. Click on <START>. The Z-Span Tester will automatically conduct Z-Span tests. After each test 
the rate of loading figure will appear on screen. Adjust the Rate of Loading Needle Valve until a 
reading is reached that falls between 24 and 26. When three consecutive acceptable values have 

been obtained the ROL will have been properly set and the procedure may be aborted. 

 
 

TASK 11 - CHECK LOAD EXHAUST RATE 

The load exhaust rate is adjusted so that after paper break occurs, the 
Swinging Jaw returns to the rest position in a controlled manner, avoiding a 
sharp impact with the Fixed Jaw. 
 
1. Press <SERVICE> on the Main Menu. Press <Exhaust> and then press 

<LOAD>. Press <LOAD> again after 8 seconds. Check for leaks in the pneumatic 

lines by confirming the jaw assemblies remain apart. 

2. Release both valves and determine the time required for the jaws to return 

to the rest position. This time should range between 1.3 and 1.5 seconds. Reset as necessary. 

 
 

TASK 12 - CHECK RATE OF CLAMPING 

The rate of clamping is controlled in order to prevent the upper and lower jaws from moving 
together during the clamping operation in an uneven, or jerky manner. Uneven clamping may 
cause a recoil or other effect which will create micro-wrinkle in the test sheet, lowering the zero-
span value. Shorter hardwood fibres are especially sensitive to this adjustment. 
 
1. Activate the <Clamp> button. The pressure reading at the Clamp Regulator should not drop for 
more than 1.5 seconds before returning to 90 psi. 

2. Press once more on the <Clamp> button to release the clamping pressure. The reading should 
remain at 80 psig. 

3. Observe the clamping motion. It should be smooth and even. There should be no jerkiness and 
both clamps should close simultaneously. 

4. The Rate of Clamping Flow Control Valve is located by tracing the pneumatic line forward from 
the Clamp Valve until it is reached. Adjust the valve until the rate of clamping is even. Adjust the 
flow control valves on the base of the clamping cylinders to even the 

motion of the two cylners. 

5. Verify the correct rate of clamping by running a reference pulp test. Adjust the rate of clamping 
up or down to maximize the result. 
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TASK 13 - CHECK SHORT SPAN EXHAUST RATE 

The short span exhaust rate is adjusted so that when the test sequence returns from short to zero 
span, the jaws return to the rest position in a controlled manner, avoiding a sharp impact between 
the Swinging and Fixed Jaws. 
 
1. With the Z -Span Tester energized and pressurized, click on the <Span> button in the 
SERVICE Menu. 

2. Click on the <Span> button once more and time how long it takes for the jaws to come to rest 
at zero span. This should be between 0.5 and 0.7 seconds. 

3. Adjust the Short Span Exhaust Flow Control Valve as required. Find the Short Span Flow 
Control valve by removing the tester cover and tracing the line from the solenoid valve to the short 
span diaphragm. 

 

 

TASK 14 - CHECK GUIDE PLATES 

There are four guide plates which serve to prevent the Feed Tray from catching on the clamping 
surfaces as it is automatically repositioned during testing. Two are mounted to the front of the 
clamping assembly, two on the rear side of the clamping assembly. They should be checked to 
ensure they are low enough to prevent the feed tray trom snagging the jaws and high enough to 
ensure they do not themselves interfere with the feed tray. To check the guide plates: 
 
1. Ensure the Z -Span Tester is energized and pressurized and 

in the home position. 

2. In these conditions the jaws are unclamped and the upper surfaces of all four guides should be 
even with the bottom edges of the clamping surfaces. 

3. Realign the guide plates as required by loosening the machine screws that clamp each guide 
plate into position. 

 
 

TASK 15 - CHECK ALIGNMENT OF THE FEED TRAY ASSEMBLY 

The Feed Tray Assembly holds the test sheets in position. It is comprised of three leaves: two 
mylar sheets and a stainless steel backing tray. The two mylar sheets form the Feed Tray 
itself and are attached through the stainless steel backing tray with two screws. The backing tray 
is clamped by these and two other screws to the ‘X’ Unislide Carriage. Test sheets are 
sandwiched between the mylar sheets. Confirm the Feed Tray assembly is in proper alignment: 
 
1. Ensure all three leaves line up along both sides and the front. 

2. Run a test sequence on three sheets and after completion confirm that the breaks are located 
2.0 to 2.3 mm from the right hand edge of the slotted test points and centered front to rear. To do 
this , first disconnect the Clamp solenoid valve to ensure the clamps do not clamp down on the 
feed tray. Then run a second time with the clamp solenoid re-connected.  

3. Adjust or replace the plastic overlays as necessary by first removing the chassis cover and 
then loosening the two clamping screws and then retightening them after adjustment. 

4. If further adjustment is required, loosen the remaining two screws which clamp the stainless 
steel backing tray to the Unislide Assembly, adjust the alignment and then re-tighten screws. 

5. Run test to verify alignment. 
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TASK 16 – LUBRICATE LINEAR 
SLIDE 

The Linear Slide Assembly repositions the 
feed tray in both the 'X' (front to rear) and 'Y' 
(left to right) directions. The slideways of both 
slides should be cleaned and, under normal 
conditions, lubricated quarterly. To access the 
Linear slide Assembly, first remove the 
Chassis Cover. 
 
1. Clean the slideways with a cotton 
swab (Q-Tip). 
2. Lubricate with a thin film of light 
weight machine oil. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TASK 17 – CHECK WIRING 
CONDITIONS 

Remove the Chassis Cover and inspect 
all electrical connections to ensure they 
are all tightly in place and trace all wiring 
runs to ensure there are no pinched, 
chafing or snagged wires. 

TASK 18 - Check Air Leaks 

With the Chassis Cover removed, run a normal test and listen for the hiss of any air leak. If a leak is 
heard but is difficult to locate a spare piece of tubing may be used as a 'stethoscope' to trace leaks. 
Alternatively, soapy water can be used to detect air bubbles. If water is used, be sure to wipe all 
surfaces completely dry. 
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TASK 19 - LUBRICATE THE CLAMP ASSEMBLIES 

With the Chassis Cover removed, use a light grade oil to coat the exposed surfaces of the clamp  
assembly. Wipe off all excess. This serves to protect the non-stainless steel parts from corrosion. 
 
 
 

TASK 20 - LUBRICATE 

CLAMPING CYLINDERS 

1. Disconnect the Z-Span Tester from the compressed air supply. 

3. Remove the screw plugs from the top of both cylinders. 

4. Put a drop of light weight lubricant in the top lubricator hole of both clamping cylinders. 

5. Replace the screws and reconnect the tester to the compressed air supply 
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ANNEX A - Electrical Schematics and Pneumatic System Sketch 
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ANNEX B - Dataworx Software Installation and Set-Up Instructions 
 

 
General:  
 
The Dataworx software, once installed on a network PC, allows data captured on the PLC to be stored 
in a tab-delimited text file.  
The following procedures are extracted from the Dataworx User Manual included with your CD. This 
manual can be consulted, as necessary, for amplification. For direct software technical  support, 
consult the AutomationDirect.com website. 
 
Install Software following the on-screen prompts 
 
Once the Dataworx software has been installed, Install the bundled Server Software  by going to the 
Start button, then select: 
PROGRAMS  --- AUTOMATIONDIRECT --- DATAWORX PLC --- DATAWORX PLC SERVER 
The server window will open and display either “Not Installed” or “Installed, Stopped” 
If “Not Installed” appears Click the active “Install” button 
If “Installed, Stopped” appears the Install button will display as “Uninstall” and the “Start/Continue 
button will be enabled. 
 
Configure the Server:  
 
Connect the Z-Span Tester to a convenient Ethernet port and energize the Z-Span tester.  Create a 
folder called My Data in the Dataworx program folder and copy the configuration file Pulmac has 
provided named  “localhost” to the Dataworx program  folder. This file registers the IP address of the 
PLC and establishes the storage location and structure of the data file. 
Open the Dataworx Monitor by going to the Start button, then select: 
PROGRAMS  --- AUTOMATIONDIRECT --- DATAWORX PLC --- DATAWORX PLC MONITOR 
In the server address window, select localhost and press connect. 
 
Registration (required for the software to log data)   
Go to Monitor Help drop down and select registration.  
From the registration window, copy the Key. 
Through the internet, go to http://www.bizwaredirect.com/dataworxregistration.aspx. 
 
Paste or enter the registration key into the “key” field in the webpage form. Enter the Serial number on 
the back of the CD case 
Click create registration. If the information is entered correctly the assigned key will appear on the web 
form. Enter your company information into the web form and copy the assigned key. 
Paste the assigned key into the Key field on the Dataworx monitor. A window should now appear 
indicating registration  has been successful. 
In the case of conflict you can change the IP address of the PLC ECOM Module by using the NetEdit 
utility. You can download this software from the AutomationDirect.com website. 
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Data Retrieval :  
 
Got to tools in the Monitor Widow and select Report 
Select the PLC by clicking on it 
Select the report file by clicking on it 
Click on the Open or Open With button to open the Z2000.csv data file 
Each data element , corrected for basis weight, is stored individually in two rows of twelve. The 
calculated FS, L, and B numbers are then stored along with rogue data toss out information and data 
description information. 
 
Set Data Directory 
 
From the Same Configure PLC Menu opened to view Data Retrieval, above, click on Browse next to the 
Data Directory field. This will select the folder into which the data file will be placed and refreshed. 
 
To Review PLC Configuration  
 
In the Monitor Screen select options and then select Configure server 
Select the PLC and click on Add/Modify 
The PLC settings will then be displayed. The MAC and IP settings are in Hexidecimal. They can entered 
into the PLC through the settings screen IP option. When entering through this screen you must first 
convert the Hexidecimal numbers to Decimal numbers. 

 


